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Writing a Torah takes love and patience, knowledge and skill. Eric Ray is a gentle, wise man, a
skilled artist, and a learned Jew. In this read-aloud text and photo essay, both his craft and his
passion are shared. Sitting by Eric's side, we learn how a sofer makes mezuzot, tefillin, and the
sefer Torah; and we learn to love the Torah a little bit more.Also available: Easy Guide to Shofar
Sounding - ISBN 1891662228 Hebrew Reading Adventure - ISBN 1891662740Torah Aura
Productions publishes books for Jewish schools and families that help celebrate our heritage and
our faith.We have over 25 years of experience as the leading creator of high quality educational
materials that enable Jewish children to become empowered Jewish adults.Our books guide and
enhance the Jewish knowledge, spirituality and identity of children and their families, and our
innovative tools bring Judaism alive in synagogues, Hebrew schools, and day schools.Torah Aura
Productions was founded in 1981 by a group of innovative Jewish educators who looked out at the
field of Jewish education and found materials that were shallow and dull. They started a company to
create new tools for families and teachers that would be exciting and meaningful. For more than two
decades, Torah Aura has revolutionized the way Jewish schools enable their students to become
empowered Jewish adults, and has helped families make Judaism a meaningful presence in their
homes.Some of the areas we publish in:- Torah and Bible- Talmud- Jewish teaching- Jewish
parenting- Jewish ethics and values- Jewish holidays- the Jewish lifecycle- Israel- Hebrew- Jewish
prayerTorah Aura Productions: Making success in Jewish education an achievable reality.
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Sofer - The Story of a Torah Scroll is a nice children's book. When children are young you want to
read them stories about public heros like firefighters or doctors so their lives emulate noble people.
This book is for the Jewish child, to inspire him to learn Hebrew and fulfill the mitzvot of writing a
Torah scroll. It is full of pictures and decribes the daily ritual of the sofer, Eric Ray. Sadly some of
the pictures in my copy are discolored, I hope yours will be better.

This is a fascinating book about what a Jewish ritual scribe does, and how and why. Eric Ray is a
professional sofer (scribe) who calligraphs torahs, mezuzahs and tefillin. In this book profusely
illustrated with art, calligraphy, and photos, we learn how to make kosher ink and parchment, what
the Hebrew letters are, and what each one symbolizes (the resh looks like someone bending over in
prayer). This is written as a children's book. My 9-year-old loved it and immediately wanted to make
kosher ink for his own model torah. For adults, it is a quick and interesting read on a fairly obscure
subject.

After attending a presentation by the author's masterful former student Rabbi Kevin Hale, I had to
order this the moment I got home. This is a must have for anyone interested in the spiritual art of
Torah engrossing (writing) - it encompasses so very much more that putting pen to paper (hide) that
I was awed and inspired. I see our Torah in a completely different way. Rabbi Ray has such Love
and reverence for the this work! May his memory be a blessing and his message be carried by
those who follow in his footsteps.A book for artists, calligraphers, Judaism, Torah

We enjoyed this book. Our 7 yr. old is fascinated with Hebrew letters. The first part of the book goes
through the Alef-Bet/alphabet and gives a small story or way to remember each letter. Then the
books tells the sofer's story as he goes through the process of making a Torah scroll.A great
introduction to fascinating history. A great multicultural book for kids wanting to write with quills - not
just done by the founding fathers of 1776.

Beautiful book. I am studying to be a Sofer, and I was looking for all kinds of books that would help
me understand and love this craft more, this book helped. Shalom
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